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Campus Political l.nterest Keen
N. D. P. Tops In
Membership
Last Monday and Tuesday, all
three of the campus political partisan
clubs held membership drives and all
three leaders reported a good response
and political interest among the
students .
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Tascona, left, and Bill Me- Two staunch supports of the campus
treasurer and president, re- Liberal Club flash smiles for the alert
, of the campus Conserva- Cord photographer.
sit prepared to answer all
regarding their party.

Peter Homenuck, president of the
campus New Democratic Party which
Peter Homenuck, centre, president of closed its membership campaign with
the campus New Democratic Party a g'uest speaker and coffee party
Club explains party policy to an Wednesday evening, reported a paidinterested freshman.
up membership of 31, an increase of
100% over last year's membership.
Bill McLeod, president of the Progressive Conservative Club on campus
reported a paid-up membership of 29.
Gord Fry, the acting president of the
Liberals on campus reported a paid-up
membership of about 30, but stated
that more are expected to join during
Baptist
35
the next week and at the next club
Ev. United Brethren 20
meeting.
Mennonite
15
Greek Orthodox
5
Plymouth Brethren 5

_Registrar Releases Enrollment
John M. Kopas, registrar of WaterLutheran University, today anthe complete registration
as follows:

one course running at 10 p.m. In
addition, extension classes of the
University of Western Ontario make
use of the facilities on Saturdays.

Waterloo County continues to send
Waterloo University College,
full-time ................................. . 845 a good proportion of the students to
the university college, 175, although
Waterloo University College,
part-time ............................... . 32 1all areas of the Province contribute to
Waterloo Extension Courses .. 64 the 819 total for Ontario. Nova Scotia
has three students; Quebec, one;
Waterloo Lutheran Seminary,
full-time ................................ .. 191 Manitoba, two; Alberta, one; and
British Columbia, one. Five contiWaterloo Lutheran Seminary,
21 nents are represented: from North
part-time ............................ ... .
America, in addition to the Canadian
.\lennonite Brethren College
degree students .................... .. 60 I registration, five United States students; South America, one from British
Kitchener-Waterloo Hospital
641 Guiana and five from the West Indies;
Nursing program .......... .
Europe, one from Germany; Africa,
1,086 three from Liberia; and Asia, one
Summer School of 1961............ 195 from Singapore.
1,281

This greatly augmented enrollment,
a 60% increase, means that every
classroom is in use practically every
ur of the day. Mr. Kopas reports
that Monday-to-Friday lectures and
laboratories are scheduled from 8 a.m.
to8.30 p.m. in the Arts Building, with

Having one or two students each,
are other Brethren groups, Unitarian,
Free Methodist, Salvation Army,
Latter-Day Saints, Society of Friends,
Church of Christ, Christian Science,
Gospel, Pentecostal, Hindu and
Buddhist.

The registrar also commented on
the increased number of students
enrolling for the four-year honours
program (four years above Ontario's
grade 13). A total of 253 are aiming
for the honours B.A. Business administration is a popular field, with 120
Twenty-three religious denomina- students taking that program. This
tions or faiths are represented among is the first year that Waterloo University College has offered the full fourthe student body. They are:
year honours program in Business
United
278
Administration;
previous candidates
Lutheran
132
had to transfer to the University of
Anglican
114
Western Ontario to complete their
Roman Catholic
79
studies. There are a total of 71
Presbyterian
74
registered as pre-theological students.
Hebrew
49
In the honours geography program
there are 22, compared with 10 last
year. A new honours program in
geography and planning is now being
offered. There is increased interest in
honours psychology, too, with 13
registrants as against 2 last year.
The report by year is:
46
Regular Preliminary year
Special adult preliminary year
for mature persons who have
resumed their education after
a lapse of some time
36
First Year
Second year
Third and fourth year

395
209
159

Shown above is Roger "I promise
more pressure in the water fountains"
Lillyman who was elected the Frosh
president in last week's keenly contested elections. John Safrance was
elected as vice-president.

~ANTED
THE
CORD WEEKLY
requires a competent
Business Manager
preferably a student
in the 2nd or 3rd
year of
Honors Business
Administration

The number of women students has
increased to 151, but, with 694 men
registered, they maintain their proportion of 22% of the student body.
Accommodation totals 75 in the
men's residence and 33 in the women's
residences at present. This will be
increased shortly, with the completion
of a new building for 98 women.
Young women who have been housed
all over the Twin Cities will move on
campus. The first wing will be ready
by October 10, with the seond wing
due for mid-November occupancy.
When the second wing is completed,
men will take over the former
women's quarters, permitting an
The Cord camera catches a shot of the string of cars lining the length of additional 30 to be in residence; they
Dwbom St. This shot points out our desperate campus parking problem also have been housed off-campus on
a temporary basis.
which we hope will soon be remedied.

Anyone interested contact
the managing editor

PETER HOMENUCK
immediately.
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U. N. DILEMMA

Managing Editor- Peter Homenuck

Who succeeds the Secretary General
of the United Nations in the event of
Campus Editor-Mike Farrell
sickness or death? This problem came
dramatically to light on Sunday,
Clubs Editor~Bruce Woodruff
September 17, when Dag Hammerskjold was killed in a plane crash near
Sports Editor-Bill Brooks
Ndola on the Rhodesia-Congo border.
His death has paralyzed the workings
Columns Editor-Bob Horton
of the secretariat and has thrown the
Woman's and Social Editors-Eve Klein and Diane Strahm
world into one of the great dilemmas
Reporters-Murray Ross, Shari Graham, Mary Bowman, William Weafer, of the post war era. In the U.N.
Jack Scoffield, Rose Marie Bell, Peter Hardy, Pout MacDonald, Ken charter there is no provision made for
any person to take over in such an
Lemon, Dave Gray, James Meade.
emergency. Because of this we have
Columnists-Matt Veskimets, Peter Rempel, Wayne Hampel, John Fedor, had three weeks of debate regarding
John Erb.
the question of his successor.
Chief Photographer-Tom Ramautarsingh
For the past year the Soviet
Photographers Carl Hanninen, Ted Horvath, Chuck Fergeson, Harry Folland Union has been extremely critical of
Hammerskjold's active interest in
Typists-Mona Mcintyre, Edith Klinck
world problems. It favoured a passive
Layout-Dale Finch, head; George Kolesnikova
type who would be easily pushed
around. In Sept., 1960, Mr. KrushCirculation-Alan McLachaln, head; Ken Bruce
chov delivered a vehement attack on
Proof-Chris Pletch, head; John Stephenson, Jim Sparks
Mr. Hammerskjold in the General
Advertising-Art Hodgson, head; Doug. Seip, Bob McNeeley
Assembly in New York, calling for his
resignation and charging that he was
The Cord Weekly Office, Room 105 in Willison Hall, will be open starting but an instrument of the western
Monday from 9 - 10 a.m. and 1 - 2 p.m. every week Monday throu~h to powers and especially of the U.S.
It was at this time that the idea of
Thursday. This is for the convenience of anyone working on the staff or any the trioka system was proposed.
student who may wish to make a contribution to the paper.
The troika system proposes that
there be three Secretary Generals
As of this ,edition, any campus club or organization desiring special rather than one and that each of these
coverage and pictures of guest speakers and special meetings must make a men be given the power of veto. One
formal request to either the Managing Editor or the Clubs Editor one week man would be a representative of the
in advance. Otherwise, the news will be expected through the usual channels Soviet Union, a second of the western
such as the club secretary or publicity chairman. All reports should be typed powers, and a third of a non-aligned
nation. Each of these .. men would hold
and double spaced or block printed.
powers similar to those held by

Editorial Brevities .
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Hammerskjold plus the power of
veto. This, as the reader will have
discerned, would allow Russia or any
other nation to completely paralyze
the workings of the U.N. Immediately
after Hammerskjold's death the Soviet
foreign minister, Andre Gromyko,
again proposed the troika system.
In his speech to the General Assembly on Monday, Sept. 25, President
Kennedy replied to the Soviet proproposal by saying, "Whatever advantage such a plan holds out to my
country, as one of the great powers,
we reject it." Here he was referring
mainly tp the veto which he and the
other western leaders felt would
paralyze the functioning of the U.N.

Congratulations are in store for all the candidates who contested the
recent elections for the Frosh President and Vice-President. With five young
men running for president and four for vice-president, the campaigning was
intense, interesting and varied and showed the ingenuity of this year's active
and energetic frosh. We cannot help but feel a bit sorry for the substantial
minority which did not cast ballots. This apathy shows a disregard and
disrespect for our democratic freedom of election, a freedom for which many
have died. The life and interests on this campus largely reflect the interests
On Sept. 26 the Soviet Union sought
of the frosh and we hope the freshmen will respond with 100 % support for to bypass the office of the Secretary
their elected representatives, president Roger Lillyman and vice-president General by the appointment of four
under secretary generals. The four
John Safrance.
would elect one of themselves as head.
It was left unclear whether the post
would rotate among the four men or
be left to the one. Presumably they
would all retain the right to veto.

PARKING

The parking problem is pathetic! Cars are being squeezed into all
available space on campus, occasionally including the lawns, and down the
complete length of Dearborn. Last year a students' council committee met
with the administration re the parking problem and, after tossing around
many ideas, decided another parking area was needed. Since this astounding
observation was made, nothing, outside of a recommendation that the
students park at the Jot beside Seagram's stadium, has been done. We admit
this is a difficult problem for both the students and administration, but, it
must be solved as soon as possible. Personally we would hate to see any of
our sprawling green lawns mangled by machinery and transformed into a
dingy asphalt slab. We hope the new Women's residence and student buildings
will have sufficient parking space for the influx of autos but, what if not?

ACROSS THE NATION
In Toronto, the strikers at the Royal York hotel entered their 25th week
on the picket lines. It is rather disgusting in the lack of action which has
been taken by the Phillips administration in Toronto and the provincial
government to clear up the conflict. Whether you are pro-union or anti-union
no one, I think, is asinine enough to contend that the Royal York workers
do not have a legitimate cause. No one could be such a ridiculous idiot as to
maintain that the 67c. or even the "fantastic" 98c. an hour the workers
received is a half decent living wage and yet there is a loud outcry (from the
millionaires and exploiters) that the cost of labour is too high in Canada.
It is time the people of Canada and particularly Ontario realized that exploitation by firms and interests charging outlandished prices and paying
depression wages should be curbed if we are to revive our economy. It is
also time that our "do-nothing" provincial legislature of blundering idiots
started representing the people by passing legislation that is morally, economically and socially right - namely the curbing of selfish interests and the
passing of legislation providing a fair and adequate wage.

October 16th, f

Letter to the Editor
A public relations man is an
advertiser made respectable by that
same process of "pumpkinication"
that transforms garbage collectors into
sanitation engineers and farmers into
agriculturalists. His function is to
procure the public's goodwill for
things, people and institutions. e.g.,
prunes, Ford cars, Elvis Presley,
Kellog's Corn Flakes, Christian Science and the national toga week. As
in every trade, some are rogues, some
honest and some are undecided.
It is only natural that a trade which
is useful for so many things will be
be believed to be useful for everything.
In the middle ages it was believed by
many that philosophy, undoubtedly a
widely useful trade, would also prove
useful in discovering the means of
changing base metals into gold. And
so people ask why we cannot make
the same techniques useful in selling
coca-cola to sell other things such as
God, mother love and patriotism.
Likewise it is thought to be possible

to sell a university. They do
perceive the absurdity of appl ·
trade that deals with the emoti
the irrational part of man, to
institution whose function is
development of the rational part
man. Hence, one advertises a uni
sity by means of winter carnivals,
rallies, and so forth. Students wh·
not wish to participate in
activities are subject to highly
tiona! propaganda about "s
spirit." It is not generally rea
that such publicity devices enderu
university only to the common
But I must point out that the co
man's opinions have no relevance
university except in so far as he
be persuaded to cough up money
help the university in its appoil
task. The university should be
cerned with the opinion not of
common man but of the intelle
Intellectuals are persuaded not by
rallies but by reasoning. Therefo
appears to me that the present eft
in the field of public relations
misguided.
John Horman (licensed gr
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HAWKS
Waterloo Lutheran University

The Soviet Union made a third
proposal on Oct. 2 which agreed that
one man should be named as acting
Secretary General until April, 1963the time when Hammerskjold's term
was due to expire. He would be assisted by three undersecretaries to whom
he could refer for advice. Under this
At the second convocation of
proposal they would not have a veto. Waterloo Lutheran University, to be
held October 14 at the Mutual Life
This proposal begins to approach auditorium, the mace of Wagner
the West's desire that an interim College, Staten Island, N.Y., will be
Secretary General be chosen to act carried at the head of the academic
from now until April of 1963. As I procession.
write this the most popular choice
Wagner College is sending its mace
among both East and West is U Thant
of Burma. He is a man who is known by air to grace the local ceremony in
to have no more allegiance to one side tribute to Dr. William J. Villaume,
than to the other and would be in line who did both his preparatory school
with the current thought of giving the and college work at the Staten Island
African and Asian members a greater institution, receiving the B.A. degree
role to play in the administration of in 1935. Dr. Villaume will be installed
the U.N. If Mr. Thant accepts the job as president and vice chancellor of
and manages to retains his popularity Waterloo Lutheran University during
with both sides - an extremely the convocation.
difficult task- there is the possibility
Wagner is one of the sister instituthat he might be installed for a full
tions of the local Lutheran university,
term.
since both are affiliated with the
My point in writing this is to show United Lutheran Church in America.
that this delicate international aitua- Wagner is supported by the New
ation could have been avoided if the Jersey and New York-New England
founders of the U.N. had made some synods, while WLU receives assistprovision for some alternate person to ance from the Canada and Nova
assume the duties of the Secretary Scotia Synods.
General in the event of his death. It
Founded in 1883 in Rochester,
will be interested to see if the charter
of the U.N. is amended in the near N.Y., Wagner moved to Staten Island
future to guard against such con- in 1918 to the former estate of Sir
Edward Cunard of the Cunardtingencies.
Steamship Lines, Ltd. The 72-acre
David Gray. campus is situated atop Grymes Hill,
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HAWKS CRUSH RYERSON

16-8

I

I

in the game. Livesay went off tackle T.D. The convert missed and the upstairs was with us.
went over centre for 2 yards and then
Golden Hawks put on a for four yards and then Town raced score was 9-6.
Genova went off tackle for one yard.
The ball was traced back and forth I It was third and one for a touchdown.
display of passing and around right end for 34 yards and 6
Ryerson kicked to Waterloo and I and then late in the quarter Waterloo I Then the Hawk's defense really
points; the convert was missed.
Town went 20 yards before being was deep in their territory with a toughened up. They put a charge on
victory over the Ryerson
Ryerson then started down the brought down. Water had an incom- third and twelve. There was bad hike Salt who wanted to pass. The ball was
~:saturady afternoon. The Hawks field but on third down and one yard plete pass on their first play, but then from centre and the ball went into the knocked out of his hand and Lennard
a few minor injuries to go the Hawk's defense stiffened and Miller hit Fedor with a pass and he end zone and was kicked out of bounds recovered the fumble. The remaining
..-rou~nom; play, largely due to the Ryerson was held for no yards. romped 65 yards for a touchdown. which gave Ryerson two points part of the quarter both teams
Waterloo started off with a 45 yard The convert went wide but Waterloo making the score 15-8. The quarter traded the ball on downs. The final
.
There was one major injury p~s play from Miller to Fedor. held the edge 15-6. The rest. of the ended with Waterloo holding the ball. score at the gun was The Golden
appomL,,o of rough play but it appears Livesay came off tackle, good for 20 second quarter went by With no
Hawks 16 and The Ryerson Rams 8.
yards but then Waterloo was halted scoring; each team getting first downs
At the beginning of the fourth
and with a third and eighteen the but fumbling the ball.
quarter after three plays, Waterloo
1q.
4q.
2q.
3q.
Waterloo received the opening kick Hawks decided to try for a field goal.
was forced to kick. The pigskin went Hawks
9
6
0
1
In the third quarter Waterloo took into the end zone where a Ram caught Rams
marched down field about 78 Drynan's kick split the uprights, good
0
2
6
0
but was stopped on the Ryerson for three points, making the score the kickoff and was able to make a it and was immediately tackled giving
yard line by two incompleted Hawks 9 Rams 0. The first quarter couple of first downs before they were Waterloo one point. Rounding the
Next week the Hawks meet R.M.C.
rrrnn.-sses· The gain was highlighted by a ended with Ryerson giving the ball forced to punt. The punt was fumbled score to 16-8.
yard run by Gascone around .left to Waterloo on the loss of downs. and Ryerson recovered. Ryerson
here. This conte~t could prove to be a
' and a 17 yard pass from Mlller
started a march but was halted on
Ryerson started a drive down the real battle. Lets see you all out to
On the fifth play from scrimmage Waterloo's 17 yard line. They had a field with Muse and Genova high- the game and really support these
Waterloo's pass was intercepted and third and ten and decided to pass. lighting the game with runs of 20 guys. They are big and tough and it
Ryerson was forced to punt aft~r ran back 15 yards. Ryerson ~as Their receiver was open in the end yards each. The drive took them to looks like they can go a long way this
7 yards. Then the Hawks, m finally stopped on the three yard lme. zone but he dropped the ball. As was 4 yard line where Ryerson had f01~r season.
Genova hit off tackle and in for the I said in cbaple last Friday somebody I yards to go for a touchdown. Salt
Bill Brooks
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Waterloo University College
To Field Gridiron Team
Quarterbacking this fast offense
will be either Bill Millar of Port
Credit of Jim Randle from North Bay.
Both Millar and Randle are exceptionally fine passers and they both possess
the ability of being hard runners
After an absence of a year, the local which makes them well-suited for this
team will carry the purple-and-gold wide-open type of offense.
colors of their institution back into
This year's backfield is small but
Ontario Intercollegiate Athletic Comfast, while the line, which should be
petition.
the opposite, is not; they lack the size
The Hawks went into action of the teams they will be playing.
Saturday against the Ryerson Insti- "This next game will show us what
ture of Technology Rams on the our boys can really do," says Coach
Waterloo University College playing Celeri.
field. The Hawks boasted a new head
coach, Bob Celeri, new uniforms and
The balance of the schedule:
anew cheering squad which has been
Sat., Oct. 14, 12.30 p.m.- Royal
perfecting gymnastic routines on the
rampus this week. The German Band Military College at Waterloo Univeralso promises to add its support to sity College.
the team.
Wed., Oct. 18, 3 p.m. - Waterloo
Celeri was twice ~1-~erican University College at Hamilton Inquarterback at the Umvers1ty of stitute.
California, and played in two Rose
Sat., Oct. 21, 2 p.m. - Hamilton
Bowl games. He played pro football
\ith the New York Yankees and Institute at Waterloo University
Dallas Texans for three years before College.
his stint with the K-W Dutchmen of
Sat., Oct. 28, 2 p.m. - Waterloo
the Ontario Rugby Football Union.
Four times he was chosen most University College at Royal Military
College.
valuable player in the O.R.F.U.
William A. Haggstrom, director of
ltudent activities at the university
college of Waterloo Lutheran Univerity, today released the football
schedule of the Golden Hawks.
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Coach Celeri is expected to unveil
Sat., Nov. 4, 2 p.m. - Waterloo
a new formation nick-named the University College at Ryerson InSHOT-GUN offense.
stitute.
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STUDENT STUPIDITY
I

To ask a fresman, whether he be
15 or 50, to write material for his
College paper when he has been
exposed to College life, such as it is,
for only two weeks, places the said
freshman in a position which is
guaranteed to make him think.
Unaccumstomed as I am to public
thinking, it is difficult to take pen in
hand and make with the intelligent
prose expected of the journalist, with
little background of the subject as a
whole.
As it is, I have been impressed with
one thing, during the two weeks I have
had the pleasure to be here. It is the
absolute immaturity of some of the
supposedly mature College students
- especially freshmen. No one connected with this or any other "institution" of higher learning, needs to
be told that, if nothing else, it takes
money, and lots of it, as well as many
sacrifices from some parents to place
their offspring in the position which
affords them the best possible chance
of becoming a benefit to the social

community as a whole.
This is supposed to go without
saying and is, I think, understood by
the majority of students. No doubt
the elder students, in grade or age,
have discovered this fact.
The group I wish to point out is
that - "select" - few who figure
the college, with all its social and
recreational facits, is one large understaffed play ground where the
"blftght?" student can skip as many
lectures as he wishes, or as his limited
ingenuity allows him (especially when
he discovers his prof doesn't take a
daily attendance record) and can brag
(as if there was anything to brag
about) about the number of hours he
didn't spend on such and such an
assignment. To these brilliant few, I
would like to say - if you came here
to see how many people you can fool,
you're wasting your time and everyone elses, and the only body you are
fooling is yourself.

By Mike Farrell

brag about something, but it is
better if they expound on the
of time expended on the
studying of any particular
rather than on the dubious practice
skipping their classes.
The quantity of time spent
study which is achieving anything
I feel, something to brag about if
need is there. So what if your eyes
bloodshot! As long as you know
you have fulfilled your resnoJrlSltnlitf
to yourself, your teacher and
family, you can feel proud of
"transfusion needed" eyes.
The fellow who is proud of what
can get away with is in for the
letdown. He wouldn't get away
it on the football team, on this
or in the P & G show, so why
he be allowed to go free where
lectures are concerned.

The money he wastes may be
own, but the time is not! So
There are some students who must the lesson.

C. N. Weber smiles approvingly as two frosh polish his shoes under the
direction of Paul Enns, sophomore president.

Waterloo Lutheran University
Schedules Special Lectures
Canadian author Hugh MacLennan
and the Rev. Johannes Schulze,
!andes-superintendent in the Lutheran Church of Hannover, West
Germany, will lecture in Waterloo on
October 13 under the auspices of
Waterloo Lutheran University, President William J. Villaume announced
today.
Mr. MacLennan will speak on the
subject, "Has Authorship in Canada
Any Future?" at an evening lecture
to students at 8.00 o'clock in the
Music Room. An associate professor
of English at McGill University, the
author is perhaps better known as
winner of thi"ee Governor-General's
Awards and the Lorne Pierce Gold
Medal of the Royal Society of Canada
for distinguished service to Canadian
literature. In addition to five successful novels and two essay collections, he
has written numerous articles for
Canadian and United States periodicals.
Dr. Flora Roy, Chairman of the
English Department of the University
College of Waterloo Lutheran University, will preside at the meeting,
and Dean Lloyd H. Schaus will bring
greetings.
Landes-superintendent Schulze will
give an afternoon lecture at 4.00
o'clock on the campus in the Music
Room, Arts Building. His subject,
"The Protestant Situation in Germany", is expected to be of special
interest to area clergymen, theological
students and faculty, but this lecture,
too, is open to the public. Dean Ulrich
S. Leupold of the theological seminary
will preside at the afternoon lecture.

The Rev. Mr. Schulze is closely
associated with Bishop Hans Lilje in
leading the Lutheran Church of
Hannover, which has a membership
of 372 million. In his ministry he has
showna special interest in social
service, from his first position as
chaplain of an institution for epileptics, to terms as president of Inner
Missions and Hilfswerk (social welfare
and relief agencies).
Continuing this concern, in 1953 he
became president of the first German
National Committee of Lutheran
World Service and spear-headed the
move to start contributions flowing
from the German churches to nonGerman agencies and churches. He
felt that in spite of its post-war
difficulties the German church should
be a "giving church" and not only a
"receiving church." Through his
efforts the German Lutheran churches
were led to a new awareness of the
world's need and to greater sacrifice,
Dr. Villaume stated.
Landes-superintendent Schulze was
elected to the World Service Comm1ss10n of the Lutheran World
Federation in 1957. In this position
he has been giving constant and
considerable be\p to tbe cburcb in tbe
Soviet Zone of Germany and to other
oppressed churches behind the Iron
Curtain.
The two lecturers will be in the
Twin Cities to receive honorary
degrees at the university's fall convocation on October 14. The third
recipient of an honorary degree,
President Urho Kaleva Kekkonen of
Finland, will address the convocation. ·

Follow

With the varied activities awaiting
the Freshman, there is no reason why
the new student could not participate,
unless he's plagued with some rare
tropical disease. No excuse is valid.
Only participation will create a solid
and respected school spirit. People on
the outside judge the college both for
its academic enthusiasm and its
school spirit. A little bit of school
spirit never hurt anyone.

* * * *
This space will be filled with
absurdities, now and again, because
this columnist has this for his epigram:
"Of all the crimes which I confess,
The worst by far is laziness.
It drains the very life from me,
And damns me to ignominy."
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elsewhere, is a firm beli1
support of minorities. It ha!
that civilization is a slow
adopting the ideas of min
the political field, however,
the case of the minority has
received too much attentio1
minority groups are an int
of the democratic system c
ment, I think they are just
a cycle that L. H. Robbin
up rather well in his short
How a minority
Reaching majority
Seizing authority
Hates a minority.

Speaking of minority gro
they?) a poll of the N
teachers on the question
arms for Canada showed the
results: Opposed, 51 % ; I
35%; No opinion, 14 %.
which is the most significa
figures? I am inclined to ti
the 14 % of the No Opini
How can a High School t
have an opinion on such a
Along these lines, too, I wo
congratulate the Freshme
50% plus turnout in the r
tions. True, it leaves mu
desired, but ... it leaves m
desired.

One down and five t ,
Waterloo's Hawks. With a
confidence instilled through
support, the Hawks could
with the entire bundle th"
predict that if the Hawks
next game against RMC he
14th, they will be two d~
four to go.

THE
HAWKS

A fe w week s ago, Waterloo Univer- one is a m ere speck or number.

sity College, began its function, to
educate. From this point, the opening
of the first semester, impressions
began to register in my cranium.
There is no doubt about the fact
that a small populated college offers
the student certain advantages. For
one thing, there is no great distances
to contend with as one ambles from
room to room. Waterloo is, surely,
unlike the sprawling nature of the
octopus U. of T.
Waterloo is thoughtfully compact.
Compactness breeds closer ties between the professor and the student.
One more readily becomes aware of
the activities of our institution and
thus the student plunges into the
stream of college life more easily. No

By Bob Horton

And in closing, let's not
great words of
those damned marines to
in the halls."

Good Luck f-reshmen • • •
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Fragments of Thought

By Mike Farrell

By Bob Horton

ut something, but it is mu,
hey expound on the quanti
expended on the successl1
of any particular subj
an on the dubious practice
their classes.

One thing I have found in evidence
to a greater degree in college than
elsewhere, is a firm belief in and
support of minorities. It has been said
that civilization is a slow process of
adopting the ideas of minorities. In
the political field, however, I feel that
uantity of time spent
ich is achieving anything · the case of the minority has sometimes
received too much attention. Though
lllething to brag about if t
minority groups are an integral part
ere. So what if your eyes
of
the democratic system of govern! AB long as you know th;
fulfilled your responsibiliq ment, I think they are just a stage in
1
elf, your teacher and your a cycle that L. H. Robbins summed
ou can feel proud of those: up rather well in his short poem:
on needed" eyes.
How a minority
Reaching majority
ow who is proud of what he
Seizing
authority
way with is in for the hie
Hates
a
minority.
e wouldn't get away witb
ootball team, on this paper,
Speaking of minority groups (or are
& G show, so why should
they?) a poll of the North York
wed to go free where his
teachers on the question of nuclear
·e concerned.
arms for Canada showed the following
results: Opposed, 51 % ; In favour,
ney he wastes may be his
35%;
No opinion, 14 %. I wonder
he time is not! So endeth
which is the most significant of these
figures? I am inclined to think it is
the 14% of the No Opinion group.
How can a High School teacher not
have an opinion on such a question?
Along these lines, too, I would like to
congratulate the Freshmen for the
50% plus turnout in the recent elections. True, it leaves much to be
desired, but ... it leaves much to be
desired.
1

ON

MEXICO

Mexico is a country of two worlds.
One is modern, filled with the same
bustling society of which we in the
north are a part. The other is the
world of "folk". These "folk people"
are people with a common stock of
tradition.

• • •

in large clusters, where most survive
in adobe huts with mere thatching for
the roofs. In the better homes, the
roof is made of tiles. The house is
always rectangular and is usually
walled off from the street.

The majority of the people are
The line distinguishing th?se two illiterate and some do not understand
worlds comes between the ctty and how it feels to have a hundred dollars
the country.
in a life's time. However, they are
happy
people, living for each day.
Mexico city is no different than

I

New York, Paris, Rome or London
One one hand, Mexico is filled with
in that their is something that will
intrigue every individual. All one has rich culture and the influences of
to do is name that which one wants, modern living and progress.
and wait an hour for the transportaOn the other hand, oblivious of the
tion - be it bus, taxi, or burro.
swirling world around them the
Mexico city has its wide boulevards, Mexicans are locked in the shell of
art galleries, museums, legitimate their ancient forefathers.
theatres, and night life. In the sports
field Mexico offers a variety greater
Ruth Wenger.
any other city in the .world- soccer,
football, boxing, wrestling, bullfighting, jai-alai, cockfighting and charreadas (rodeos staged by the Mexican
Meeting
cowboys). AB well, Mexico has a
colourful and exciting history filled
The I.V.C.F. (Inter Varsity Christwith the stories of the Aztecs and ian Fellowship) held a joint gettheir civilizations.
acqu'a inted meeting with the I.V.C.F.

I.V.C.F.

Outside the cities, one finds himself
amidst a magnificent world of the
past, blessed with unrivalled scenery.
Time has stopped. One will find
excellent examples of colonial buildings dating back to the 16th century,
exquisite resorts, ancient archaeological ruins and fascinating religious
festivals. More than anything, one
will be delighted by the quaint
villages with their narrow cobblestone
streets and enchanting market places.

One down and five to go for
Waterloo's Hawks. With a little more
confidence instilled through home fan
support, the Hawks could walk off
with the entire bundle this year. I
predict that if the Hawks win their
next game against RMC here October
In these small Mexican villages the
14th, they will be two down with
"real" Mexico lies. The people, most
four to go.
of them Indians, are still carrying on
And in closing, let's not forget the in the same fashion as their ancestors.
great words of Montezuma, "Tell They wear the same clothes, speak
those damned marines to stop singing the same dialects, and eat the same
foods. The people in the country live
in the halls."

~~LET'S
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of the U. of W. and the N.C.F. of
K. W. hospital at Seagram Gymnasium last Wednesday evening. During
the first half of the evening, various
games were played. After a period of
singing, the Rev. D. H. MacLenan,
rector of St. George's Anglican
Church, Hamilton, brought a provocative and challenging message.
The president, Paul Scott, announced
that the regular bible study program
would begin this week. Also, the next
evening meeting would be Nov. 1 at
which time Mr. Schrotenberg would
speak on the authority of the Scriptures. Everyone enjoyed a light
refreshment of apple cider and potato
chips after the meeting.
Ross Davidson, Sec.-Treas.

SEE THAT MAP
AGAIN'~

BEST WISHES
for a successful year

Lutheran Leader Dr. Franklin Clark Fry, President of the Lutheran World
Federation, seated, last week installed Dr. L. W. Lotz, right, as President
of the Canada Synod of the Lutheran Church. Left is Dr. W. J. Villaume,
President of Waterloo Lutheran University. Dr. Fry tourned the Lutheran
University prior to the ceremony.

Mennonite Brethren College
Affiliates With
Waterloo Lutheran University
The Rev. John Zimmerman, chairman of the board of governors of
Waterloo Lutheran University, announced today the affiliation of
Mennonite Brethren College, Winnipeg, Manitoba, with the university.

loo campus at any stage in their
programs. Academic standards and
regulations are to be the same for all
degree candidates, whether enrolled at
Winnipeg or Waterloo.

Current Mennonite Brethren ColThe Rev. J. A. Toews is president lege enrollment is about 150, with 60
of Mennonite Brethren College and students registering this week as
candidates for degrees under the new
Dr. Frank C. Peters is dean.
affiliation program.
The affiliated college petitioned the
university for its new status with full
Affiliation status entitles the college
approval, support and interest of the to two representatives on the UniCanadian Mennonite Brethren Con- versity Senate.
ference, Pastor Zimmerman states.
The Winnipeg College has a strong
This Conference established the college in Winnipeg in 1944, after offering music course, preparing students to
the first year of a college curriculum qualify for the A.R.C.T. diploma of
in Winkler, Manitoba, the previous the Royal Conservatory or the
year. A building suitable for admini- A.M.M. diploma of the Western
strative offices and classrooms was Board, and also specializes in theodedicated in 1944, and has since been logical and religious education proaugmented by residences and a new grams, as well as liberal arts. Although
library building which also contains the college is open to students of
and auditorium and music rooms. other denominations, most are preNot only does the college provide paring to serve as teachers in Mennonresidence accommodations for men ite Brethren Schools or as ministers,
and women students, but it also has religious education directors or minisicteen suites for married students, sters of music in their churches.
even accommodating families with
The articles of affiliation were
two children.
signed on behalf of the affiliated
Under the articles of agreement, college by Jacob H. Quiring of Winkstudents in the affiliated college may ler, chairman of the board; and Henry
pursue B.A. programs and receive Regehr of Winnipeg, secretary. Repdegrees from Waterloo Lutheran resenting Waterloo Lutheran UniverUniversity upon successful completion sity were the Rev. Paul W. H. Eydt,
of their courses. They also have the vice-chairman of the board; and Harry
privilege of transferring to the Water- D. Greb, treasurer.
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LAUGHS

STRICTLY

By James Peterson

All this talk of trouble in Berlin scratched his head and said, "It's the have the system) came h me for his
has brought to mind a few of our most astonishing thing. I've got all first weekend as a college man. His
favourite stories of life behind the the parts -

but no matter how I mother unpacked his trunk, and dis-

iron curtain. The following, you might assemble them, it comes out a machine covered a sports jacket with a hock
say, are cracks behind the curtain.

shop ticket attached thereto. The

gun."

* * * *
A merchant from Kiev, travelling
through Russia and bordering states,

prodigy explained, "I checked it at a

The other day in the Torque Room, dance one warm evening, Ma, and I
we overheard Paul Enns telling Philip guess I forgot to remove the tag."

sent his friends a series of telltale Schaus about the previous evening's A rm'nute later h1's mother found a
postcards. The first read, "Greetings activities. "Terrific date last night. s1m1
· 'l ar ticket on a pair of pants.
from free Moscow," the second, Blonde. Really gorgeous. After the "Myron," she demanded sharply,
"Greetings from free Prague," the
dance we went out and parked. I "just what kind of a dnace was this,
third "Greetings from free East
asked her for a kiss. She said she anyhow?"
Berlin." Then, for a month, nothing
would if I'd put the top down so we
came. After this came one last card
* * * *
, could enjoy the moonlight. So I went
postmarked Paris, "Greeting from
to work and got the top down in
Again this week, as a parting shot,
free Ivan."
about an hour and - "
we would like to offer a short verse.
A German in East Berlin, was
assigned to labour in a factory which
was supposed to ship parts for baby
carriages back to Moscow. Having a
baby himself, he resolved to pilfer
enough parts to construct a carriage
of his own. A fellow workman, aware
of his scheme, asked him a few days
later, "Well, have you got that
carriage going yet?" The German
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Campus Delegates Attend
WUS Annual Assembly
Canadian university faculty and
student representatives met in Ottawa this past Thanksgiving week-end
for the World University Service's
annual assembly. They developed a
plan that would attempt to create an
awareness of common bonds and
problems among the Canadian Universities and those of the rest of the
world.

or rival student for a small fee. A
folk singing festival and a folk-dance
tutorial will also be offered to students
through WUSC during the academic
year.

By participating in these fun-filled
pleasures students will have the
personal satisfaction of contributing
to the maintenance of new foreign
universities, which are contributing a
Professor R. Langen and Jack Leon higher standard of education and
represented Waterloo College. Not living to foreign youths.
only was there an opportunity of
meeting bilingual faculty and students
When Mr. Louis Perinbum, Chairfrom across Canada, but also an man of U.N.E.S.C.O. in Canada,
awareness of the dire needs of the made the national delegation aware
university was made, a part in ful- of the desperate condition in Asia, the
filling the desperate needs of foreign delegates became anxious to put their
university students.
contemplated schemes into action.

It will be possible for a member of
the student body or faculty of
Waterloo to become acquainted with
the European way of life through the
W. W. S. C. Polish Seminar, taking
place this summer. All that is needed
for the applicant's eligibility is a
Although there is not the same degree commendable academic record and
initiative in local WUSC activities
"An hour!" Philip exclaimed. "I of pathos, the moral is far plainer than throughout the year.
get mine down in two minutes."
that in the previous issue.
Within a short while local student
graduates will have the opportunity of
fulfilling their yearing to travel the
"Sure," replied Paul, "but YOU
Mule in the barnyard, lazy and sick world through Canadian University
have a convertible."
Service Overseas. This organization is
Boy with pin on the end of a stick; the Canadian version of the Peace
Corps.
Boy gives jabs,
A prodigy from the University of
Scholarships will be available to
Mule gives kicks;
Waterloo (that's where they have the
local students who wish to study
abroad. WUSC will also be offering
Services tomorrow, half past six.
famous honour system- The professcholarships to foreign students who
sors have the honour and the students
wish to study at Waterloo College.

BE A
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W.U.S.'s Treasure Van will visit our
college during mid-November. Since
it was previewed during the asembly
at Carlton, this delegate had the
opportunity of observing that Waterloo area residents will be treated to an
exotic array of novelties and utilities
from across the earth. The Waterloo
committee plans to sponsor many
functions on campus to contribute to
the betterment of universities in
underdeveloped countries, and to our
understanding of international affairs.
The support of each Waterloo student
is needed to make this WUSC year at
Waterloo a success.

When the delegates attended a
party later Saturday evening, th~
delegate had the chance to meet some
Russian students attending the
NFCUS and WWS assemblies in
Canada. One, Alec Lebidoff, who
attends the University of Moscow,
was quite impressed with the royal
treatment that he received along with
the rest of the Canadian delegates.
He felt that through Seminars spon·
sored by W.V.S. in the Soviet Union
Canadian students could safely become acquainted with Russian life.
Though a W.W.S. Seminar in
Russia does not seem likely, delegates
to these conferences have enjoyed
themselves in Israel, Sweden and
India.
If there are any students who are
anxious to associate themselves with
their local World University Services
and help to make this year at Waterloo one of WUS's most fruitful, they
may be able to reap one of the
opportunities which are offered w
them.

The Psychology

meeting in room 20
Thursday, October
proximately

• about 100 new me
was largely due t

program outlined b
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listeners stood in th
psychology depart
thirty minute talk t
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Specifically the p

the systematic anal)
washing technique
Chinese Communis

prisoners of war. E

Mr. Hagstrom was

into this question.
went on to say th
21 Stayed Behind wet
ally charged. He f

On Monday evening, Oct. 18, at
8 o'clock, Mrs. Peta Rickhards, from
the national office, will be at thE
opening WUS meeting. She v.ill
inform Waterloo students of the programme and emphasize the true
importance of WUS. We hope that
the entire student body will come to
welcome her and show her that WE
can offer as much as the bigger
Canadian Universities to World UniWaterloo can anticipate a faculty versity Services.
and student auction where you can
avenge yourself on your pet "Prof-"
Jack Leon

NOTICE

the book was a po
the lack of any con

give a clear,
events in Korea.

bodies,
room.

out the

During Registration, someone "borrowed" a sports jacket and a pair of
slacks from a car paked on campus.
The owner feels that whoever has taken them has had enough pleasure
in wearing them and he now would like to take his turn at wearing his own
clothes.
They may be turned in at the main office, the book store, or the Cord
Weekly office.

CHEESE TWISTS
SALTED NUTS
CHEDDAR-ETTS
CARAMEL CORN
PRETZELS
POPCORN
B r r r -Baby, it's cold outside! A hapless freshman, Joseph Riddel, sits
and ponders helplessly as cheering sophomores wheel him into the pool of
near-freezing water.

$30.00

JACK'S DIVISION
Raymond's Nut Shops
Limited
KITCHENER

ONTARIO

...
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Psychology Club Now Largest

embly

On Campus

for a small fee. A
festival and a folk-dance
also be offered to students
during the academic
in these fun-filled
will have the
of contributing
of new foreign
are contributing a
of education and
youths.

Louis Perinbum, Chair.0. in Canada,
delegation aware
condition in Asia, the
anxious to put their
schemes into action.

ATTENTION ALL ANGLICAN STUDENTS
WHAT -

The Psychology Club held its first most lectures. Under pressure, I shall

Remember the retreat planned for

you.

meeting in room 208 at 8.00 p.m., give the most impressive facts. These
Thursday, October 5th, netting ap- include the fact that the Chinese
proximately $30.00
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and

receiving regarded the U.N. p.o.w.'s as war

about 100 new members. This result criminals, the North Korean soldiers
was largely due to the impressive treated the captured soldiers brutally,

WHERE -St. George's Church, New
Hamburg.
WHEN -

OSWALD'S
Bool~ Store

Saturday, October 14, leaving

LIMITED

campus at 9.15 a.m.

program outlined by the president, and the North Korean civilians voiced
Robert McGraw, and the discourse inconsistent attitudes. Mr. Morgenson

LEADER- Prog. John G. Rowe, B.S., M.A.,

offered by Professor Morgenson on summarized by saying that all tech-

B.D., PhD. Professor of _Church History

"Brainwashing." Not only was the niques of the Communists -

and Dean of Arts at Huron College,

repeti-

room filled to capacity, but also some tion, pace demands, participation

20 King St. East

London, Ont.

listeners stood in the halls to hear the etc., had been used by other armies,'
psychology department head give a police and even reporters but the
thirty minute talk that was peppered novelty was the simultaneous use for

THEME -

KITCHENER

The Christian student -his life,

thought and actions.

SHerwood 2-3523

throughout with humorous anecdotes. the first time.
For further details, transportation, etc., see

Never was a more enjoyable evening

James Meade, SH 5-7117.

spent. On seeing the number assem-

I

Also on the agenda was the intro-

bled Mr. Morgenson exclaimed "I duction of the executive which is as
sympathize with all the claustro- follows: President, Robert McGraw;
phobists!"

Secretary-treasurer, Miss Reet Krabi;

Publicity Chairman, Miss Eve Klein;
Specifically the professor spoke on Membership Chairman, Brent Thornthe systematic analysis of the brain- as

and Programme Director, Cliff

washing technique employed by the Dequettedille. This executive has linChinese Communists against U. N- edupaninterestingyearwhichisyours
prisoners of war. He regretted that for the sum total of fifty cents. The
Mr. Hagstrom was not there that agenda is as follows: dances at the
University Services
this year at Watermost fruitful, they
to reap one of the
which are offered to
evening, Oct. 18, at
Peta Rickhards, from
office, will be at the
meeting. She will
students of the proemphasize the true
WUS. We hope that
body will come to
and show her that we
as the bigger
~h,.,,..,;H.,a to World Uni-

night to give some personal insight Girl Training School at Galt, dances
into this question. The professor then at the Boys' Reformatory at Guelph,
went on to say that such books as visits to the Sunbeam home and
21 Stayed Behind were highly emotion- mental hospitals and speakers.

ally charged. He further stated that
the book was a poor one because of

The first dance will be on Thursday,
the lack of any controls. Having dis- October 12th. They hope to have one
posed of most of the major popularized dance per month; therefore, the more

books on this field, he continued to boys they can get the happier they
give a clear, concise account of the will be. Girls are also invited to
events in Korea. Later the prof~ssor attend but boys are essential. If you
thanked the class and leaping over sign up, then go; don't sign up and

Jack Leon

bodies, managed to get out of the decide to stay home. Judging from
room.
the meeting, I would say the club
I do not feel myself qualified to pick president's statement, "Psychology

•air of

invites the entire student body and faculty
to its open meeting on
Monday evening at 8.30 p.m.

out the highlights of his speech (club) is the most active and the most

in the Music Room, October 16, 1961.

because for one reason it would be well organized club on the Waterloo

Mrs. Peta Rickhards from the

like trying to pick out grains of sand University College Campus." It may

national office will present the

from a beach. I took more point not be far from wrong.

benefits of W.U.S.C. to you and

notes in 30 minutes than I have in

asure

World University Services
In Canada

Peter Hardy.

your universe.
Refreshments will be served following

~ own

the meeting.

Welcome To The Twin Cities
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compliments of
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Scribblings • • •
- to date Cincinnati's chief export has
been its "cream", not its baseball
players.
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POETRY?
ODE TO A BOY

F
0

TO AN INSTITUTION
In his wooden chair he sits
Day by day

-"It is now proved beyond doubt
that smoking is one of the leading
causes of statistics."

Crooning to his doll.
What thoughts
Cross his shattered mind?

-JFK's attitude on East Germany
might help world peace, but it has
his warmonger compatriots gnawing at his rocking chair.

No thoughts of Jove
Or hate
Or death, perhaps
Until, at last,
Aged in years

- if China enters the UN we might
see the two faces of communism.
Here is a satelite that will send its
lunching pad into orbit.
- now that England is wheeling in
with ECM, Lesage wants Quebec to
join too. The Plains of Abraham
might see a repeat of 1732 and it
will be worth it to see Mr. Dief
trying to change horses in the
midst of battle.

But young in mind-use,
He uttered a last shrill cry
And drowned in a pit of snakes. -

Pictured above, left to right are Dr. R. Pinola, one of the advisors for the
campus New Democratic Party Club; Fred Young, campaign manager for
Walter Pitman, M.P., who was the guest speaker at the meeting last Wednesday; and Peter Homenuck, president of the campus New Democratic
Party Club.

A PAEON TO DAWN
The sun sleeps.
But now has risen.
Darkness and terror

Fred Young Addresses Campus

Away are driven.
Down the mountain

- fall-out shelter brochures have
added to the sick humour of the
century. For relief from that constant pounding at your cave door,
shoot with a sten gun. Later, if you
are still alive to go out, sweep your
relatives from the door step.
-the battle of the "do's" vs the "do
nots" has begun. Remember "do's";
you can only stub your toe when
you kick granite craniums.

New Democratic Party Club

Across the fields
Warming the crops
Promising yields
Of flaming wealth
To all.

LIBRARY
NOTICE

The Lower Library will be open
evenings from 7 - 10 p.m., Monday Thursday, beginning Tuesday, Oct.
- Rempel's "Laughs", particularly 10, 1961.
the first, leave much (editorial
See the display of books by Hugh
direction) to be desired.
MacLennan in the Upper Library,
October 10- 14, 1961. Dr. MacLennan
will receive an Honorary Doctor of
- Trash in The Cord, has been cut to Letters degree from Waterloo Luththe minimum, only two pages and eran University at the Fall Convocation, Saturday, October 14, 1961.
both laced with advertisement.
- Greenhough and his K boys, might
not receive the GG's Gold Medal
for scholastic endeavour, but they
definitely should receive a Presidential citation for producing a
great "Pep Rally" Friday night.

-a little over 50 % of the freshmen
voted on Thursday, sounds normal
for a democracy. (100 % of the
communists voted, the both of
them).
-P&G is off to a rootin' - tootin
start; it might be called "The
Rivals."
-political affiliation is pressur1zmg
the campus, if you don't join the
Tories, the Whigs or the New
D . . . d Prigs, you're an idealist.
- Of the title? "An incurable itch for
scribbling takes possession of many,
and grows inveterate in their insane
breasts." Juvenal (60-140 A.D.)

Mr. Young, who is town councillor
for North York in Toronto and who
was the campaign manager for Walter
Pitman, M.P., the successful New
Party candidate in Peterborough, was

introduced by Dr. R. Pinola, and was
thanked by Peter Homenuck. Also
introduced was the Kitchener-WaterJoo area New Democratic Party
organizer, Jerry Clarke. Peter Homenuck also introduced and referred to
the faculty advisors for the campus
club who are Dr. Pinola, Professor
Alvarez, Professor Officer and Professor Langdon.
After the question and answer
period, the meeting adjourned to the
Women's Lounge, for the coffee party.
The next open meeting will be held
Wednesday, November 1st, when the
guest speaker will be Donald C.
MacDonald, the newly-elected leader
of the Ontario New Democratic
Party. The elections for the campus
executive will also take place at that
;neeting.
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In Canada since 1924

-torches, cheers, songs, a bonfire, and
the football team, set off the initial
football weekend at Waterloo in a
style which we hope more WaterJooians will become accustomed.
(The neighbourhood children helped
swell the crowd to at least fifty).
- the Golden Hawks rocketed into a
new season and league, by the sheer
genius of their coach, the brillance
of their quarter-back, the drive of
their team members, and the tape
of Johnson and Johnson.

"It is time we faced facts and
exposed the myths of our so called
free enterprise system and of the high
cost of labour," said Fred Young as
he addressed a well attended meeting
of the New Democratic Party last
Wednesday. Mr. Young pointed out
several examples where there was open
exploitation and price fixing and yet
"people keep trying to shift the blame
to the high cost of union labour," he
said. "The truth of the matter, he
said, was that the big business man
was marking up the goods several
times their worth and was in effect
pricing himself out of the world
market."
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wish the Freshmen the best in the
coming year.
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